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Christopher W. Shade, Ph.D.President,
Quicksilver Scientific, LLC

Looking inside the Black Box: Understanding analytical approaches,
diagnostic tools, and detoxification strategies for mercury intoxication.
Presenter: Christopher W. Shade, Ph.D.,
Learning Objectives:
• Differentiate the major forms of mercury that humans are exposed
to and understand their differences
• Understand the 3 Phases of Detoxification
• Understand the Glutathione System and its central importance to
health and detoxification
• Understand how intestinal health can control detoxification
• Learn how to use Quicksilver Therapeutic Detoxification
• System to restore detoxification system, including IMD Intestinal
Cleanse, Clear Way Cofactors, and Thersasomal phospholipid
encapsulation nutrient delivery system
• Understand how mercury speciation analysis and compartment ratio
analysis expands diagnostic utility of non-challenged mercury
measurements and why challenge tests are not necessary
• Become familiar with auxiliary diagnostic measurements (e.g.
porphyrins, glutathione, MELISA) that reveal stressors to the
organism
• Protocols for using our advanced proprietary delivery systems for
Intrabuccal Vitamin C and Glutathione
Speaker Bio: Dr. Shade obtained B.S. and M.S. degrees from Lehigh University in
environmental and aqueous chemistry. Dr. Shade earned a Ph.D. from the
University of Illinois where he studied metal-ligand interactions in the
environment and specialized in the environmental and analytical chemistries of
mercury. During his Ph.D. work, Dr. Shade patented analytical technology for
mercury speciation analysis and later founded Quicksilver Scientific, LLC to
commercialize this technology. Shortly after starting Quicksilver Scientific, Dr.
Shade turned his focus to the human aspects of mercury toxicity and the
functioning of the human detoxification system. He has since developed specific
clinical analytical techniques for measuring human mercury exposure and used
his understanding of mercury and glutathione chemistry to design a unique
system of products for detoxification that repairs and then maximizes the
natural detoxification system.

